
Meeting Notes
Jul 19, 2023

Due Outs:
Someone is going to order six size 4 balls for travel
Samantha will get the Dicks gift cards and give it to someone to order the nets that are
needed for the season
Someone is going to use the remainder of the Dicks gift card for practice balls
Jamie will brief Brady on being the equipment manager and our expectations of that
position
Jamie will get Logan to do the parking lot ahead of the season
Matt will build cement poles, as many as can be built for $100
Jamie will take secondary sprayer to ultimate rentals for an estimate and then will post in
Slack repair costs to be voted on
Nicole will finalize with Jamie what is needed for summer clinic one week ahead of clinic
start date
Christy will attend the 29 July meeting in place of CJ. Jamie may also attend virtually.
Dan will send an updated agreement to the Christian Academy for redlines.

7:05 Meeting Called To Order

Christy:
- Currently miserable, only 8 registered to date
- Christy will be sending reminder emails soon
- If your kids are playing travel add your kids to the cart and tell so he can doDan Miller

registration stuff
- Email from Nate Whitley

- Backstory: He removed U12 girl from the club because she missed assessments
- Wants to use the registration from the fall
- Roll it forward to the Gabriel for the upcoming season
- Approved by all

- Child moving from inhouse to travel (Wahl). They want to combine two seasons of
coaching discounts to register. Has only earned one to date.

- Keep it to policy
- Coupons are after the season
- Approved

- Travel for the fall
- 6 size 4 game balls for the fall are approved
- 6 pairs if needed, Christy will order as needed
- Travel nets need ordered (Samantha can you look at this and who and with the

gift card)
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- We need an equipment manager to come up with a sustainment plan on equipment and
a rotation plan, and just have a plan to move things from travel → inhouse and
coordinate net replacement.

- Random things we discussed about this include
- Velcro goalie nets in place of zip ties net securement
- Multiple nets need checked and replaced

- We should ask someone to jump in, Matt will ask Brady Jones to own this. Free
registration is approved to this position.

- Brady agreed
- Parking, we need to figure this out soon

- Jamie will text Logan to see if it can happen early – for lines
- Cement poles are needed, 20. Will become a setup day task. Matt is running

point on this. $100 approved. We will build $100 worth of items.
- Secondary sprayer

- Take it to ultimate rentals
- Jamie will ask ultimate rentals – will run through Slack for vote

Laura
- Reg is open

- Signs are up
- Assessment

- 15, 20 minute intro
- 23, 24 August

- Early September In House Travel, 8 teams is our goal for this event. U8. If we can get
U10.

- Dicks Coupon is here for 20% off
- Weavers

- Approved
- Field Setup

- During the week
- 14, 15 two days
- 1730 start

- Bobbi Jo
- Can’t get her mail
- Can we stop payment

GCCA Agreement
- This got real heated and I was too involved in the conversation to take good notes
- Luke came in

- If you’re part of an organization we’re all good. You pay and we set it up
- We are open to it if the issue is resolved
- Dan forced the conversation to be specific
- We talked about win - wins
- How does GCYSA benefit from this agreement?



- What do you want us to do to make that happen
- Potential to help with other things
- Can your 35 kids join GCYSA and sanctioned under PA West
- Governing body?

- Every game is an away game
- Dan will send over an updated agreement
- Luke will revisit the 6th grader option

Andy / Nicole / Tanner:
- Director of coaching position – what are we doing with this

- Tanner can’t make every inhouse practice
- Leave the coaches alone that are doing right
- You don’t know what coach has what experience
- Is our approach wrong
- Nobody responded to Andy’s emails
- Should we involve coaches in player development?
- Need to get Andy’s face out there more to get people comfortable
- Going to try new things

Nicole
● Prospective u9 / u10 parents recommended for travel
● U10 inhouse field is needed for clinic
● Big goals for keeper clinic is needed
● Women’s world cup game soon – can we do something
● World cup app – free training

Matt
- Nope
- Visiting Rennicks in December
- Spoke to Thomas – he’s all about it

Dan
- Nope

CJ
- 29 July is the annual board meeting that all the presidents are supposed to be at

- Pittsburgh
- Attend online

- Made a major change, there are coaches rooms x 2
- Utility room in the middle for the borough to use

Adjourned 9:10




